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Abstract: With the transmission of the COVID-19 epidemic at home and abroad, this paper considers
the spread process in China, improves the classic epidemic SEIR model, and establishes a multistage
time-delay control model (MTCM) for COVID-19 transmission. The MTCM divides the spread
of COVID-19 into three periods: the outbreak period, the control period and the steady period.
The classical SEIR model, the improved SEQIR model and the SEQIR II model correspond to the
three periods. The classical SEIR model was adopted for the outbreak period and yielded results that
were consistent with the observed early propagation of COVID-19 transmission. In the control period,
adding isolation measures and a time delay to the MTCM and adjusting the rates yielded a better
simulation effect. In the steady period, the focus of consideration is the number of new patients,
population movement (in-migration and out-migration of the population) and patient classification
(symptomatic and asymptomatic patients). The MCTM was used for simulation, and the comparison
results revealed that the simulated data of the MCTM (improved SEQIR model) and the actual data
are similar in the control period. The control policy of isolation measures is effective. New infections,
population flow and patients with symptomatic or asymptomatic symptoms are more consistent
with the steady period characteristics. The multi-stage time-delay control model for COVID-19
transmission provides theoretical methods and good prevention and control measures for future
epidemic policy formulation.

Keywords: SEIR model; SEQIR II model; isolation measures; COVID-19

1. Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (Corona Virus Disease 2019, COVID-19) pandemic across
the globe is still a serious “public health event of international concern” and “major crisis”
and is expected to remain so for some time to come. As of February 2021, 222 countries
and regions have been affected. More than 100 million confirmed cases have been reported
worldwide, and more than 100 countries have reported at least 10,000 patients [1]. The
virus that causes COVID-19 spreads rapidly and has a wide range; it causes serious harm
to human health, is a national biosafety concern, and has a huge impact on social stability
and economic development. Many countries have a national epidemic strategy response
to COVID-19, and the national strategic response to the COVID-19 epidemic situation
data were collected [2]. At present, the COVID-19 epidemic in China has been basically
controlled, but small-scale outbreaks continue to occur from time to time. Moreover, the
global epidemic is still spreading. How to control infectious diseases has become a topic
of concern to all countries in the world. Therefore, the focus of this paper is to study the
transmission rules of COVID-19 in three stages and verify the effectiveness of prevention
and control measures.

In this paper, with the development of the COVID-19 epidemic at home and abroad,
many factors are related to the spread of this disease in China, including medical conditions,
national policies, testing equipment, isolation measures, etc. A multistage time-delay
control model (MTCM) is used to simulate the spread of COVID-19. The classic SEIR
(susceptible–exposed–infected–recovered) epidemic model is improved. In the MTCM,
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COVID-19 transmission can be divided into three periods: the outbreak period (no measure
intervention), the control period (adopt effective isolation measures, add time delay and
improve multiple rates), and the steady period (include migration factors, and distinguish
between symptomatic and asymptomatic patients). Because of the incubation period, the
government adopts prevention and control measures to isolate groups that have been in
close contact with confirmed patients.

The time delay factor is added to the MTCM, which typically occurs in isolating the
close contacts of confirmed patients, recovering the patients and improving the medical
measures, and that changes the rates. In this paper, including three phases in the MTCM,
different parameters and rates are used to simulate different phases. Based on the World
Health Organization (WHO)’s official data for China, through referring to the literature, the
actual data and simulation results of the MTCM analysis, the effectiveness of the prevention
and control measures is verified, and the simulation effect is good. A multistage time-delay
control model for COVID-19 transmission was obtained.

The specific contributions of this paper include:

(1) Based on a survey of the literature on epidemiology, due to the three periods of the
development of the epidemic, a multistage time-delay COVID-19 transmission model
is established in this paper. The classic SEIR model, the improved SEQIR (susceptible–
exposed–quarantine–infected–recovered) model and the SEQIR II (susceptible–exposed–
quarantine–infected–recovered II) model are adopted and used to model the outbreak
period, the control period, and the steady period, respectively. These models could
better simulate the transmission of three phases of COVID-19, and the results are
more actual with the development of the epidemic.

(2) Because COVID-19 has an incubation period, the state shall adopt prevention and
control measures designed to provide prevention and control, isolating the close
contacts of confirmed patients until they are cured; isolation, the spread of death and
medical measures such as process improvement have a time lag. In this paper, the
SEQIR model adds the isolation measures Q, considering the effective time of Q, that
is, the delay time as a delay factor. In addition, several change rates are improved to
better simulate the results.

(3) Population mobility has a significant impact on the spread of COVID-19. The SEQIR
II model used in this paper takes population mobility during the steady period, which
includes both immigrating and emigrating populations.

(4) In the steady period, this paper’s focus shifts from the cumulative number of con-
firmed patients to the number of new patients. In addition, the symptoms of patients
are classified as asymptomatic and symptomatic. Therefore, at the beginning of the
steady period, the new patients could be divided into symptomatic patients and
asymptomatic patients, a division that is more consistent with the current transmis-
sion situation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work,
followed by the model hypothesis and parameter design in Section 3. The SEIR and SEQIR
II models are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the simulation results and compares
them with actual data, and Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and future
research directions.

2. Related Work

In the process of fighting COVID-19, domestic and foreign scholars have conducted
a great deal of research on the prediction, prevention and control of the spread of new
coronary pneumonia. Spann W et al. [3] analyzed the structure and gene expression of
the new coronavirus. Zhu et al. [4] explained that COVID-19 is a novel coronavirus and
its diagnostic method. Chen et al. [5] introduced its genome structure, replication, and
pathogenesis. They have both explained and illuminated the cause of the outbreak of
COVID-19 from a medical perspective. For the study of infectious diseases, many scholars
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have adopted different research methods, such as genetic algorithms [6], particle swarm
optimization algorithms [7], logistic algorithms [8] and others.

The results of this research have played a positive role in the judgment, decision-
making, and treatment of the epidemic. The main models used in this research are the SIR
(susceptible–infected–recovered) model, the SEIR model and other related models. The SIR
model only considers the susceptible, the infected and the evacuated, while the SEIR model
also includes exposed individuals; other related models include the stochastic dynamic
model, the dynamic model of emerging infectious diseases and others.

Regarding the SIR model, Mei et al. [9] combined that model with the extreme learning
machine literature in machine learning based on the SIR model. Law et al. [10] modified the
SIR model to specifically simulate the early depleting transmission dynamics of COVID-19
to better predict its temporal trend in Malaysia. Projections generated based on observed
data are useful for future planning and control of COVID-19. Santos et al. [11] used an
adaptive susceptible–infected–removed (SIR) model with dynamic recovery and transmis-
sion rates. This model reproduces the number of confirmed cases over time with an error of
less than 5%, and short-term and long-term predictions are provided. The model can also
be used to account with great accuracy for the dynamics of the epidemic in other countries.

Regarding the SEIR model, Guerrero-Nancuante et al. [12] analyzed the new coronary
pneumonia in China through the generalized SEIR model for Hubei, Wuhan, Beijing and
Shanghai and used sensitivity analysis to derive the main prevention and control measures.
Wu et al. [13] used the SEIR model to predict the scale of the epidemic in Wuhan at that
time and the peak of the epidemic in Wuhan and the rest of the country. Yang et al. [14]
improved the SEIR model by considering population mobility and used the improved
model to predict the domestic epidemic trend. Walker et al. [15] used the age-based SEIR
model to predict the number of infections and deaths in the United States.

Regarding the epidemic model, Driessche et al. [16] used an SIS epidemic model
with a non-constant contact rate that may have multiple stable equilibria, a backward
bifurcation and hysteresis. The analysis includes both local and global stability of equilibria.
YongliCai et al. [17] investigated the global dynamics of a general SIRS epidemic model
with a ratio-dependent incidence rate and provided analytic results regarding stochastic
boundedness and permanence/extinction. Chen et al. [18] proposed a time-dependent SIR
method that is better than the traditional static SIR model as it can adapt to the change in
contagious disease control policies such as city lockdowns.

Many scholars have applied other related models to study the spread of the epidemic.
Guo et al. [19] proposed a limit IR model that transformed the construction of the forecasting
model of the epidemic development trend into the construction of a forecasting model
for model parameters, and predicted the national epidemic trend. Boldog et al. [20] used
simulation calculations to assess the risk of a new coronavirus outbreak outside China.
Du et al. [21] used the coupling method of the exponential growth model and the random
movement model to estimate the risk of the new coronavirus emerging in 369 cities in
China prior to the closure of Wuhan.

Since COVID-19 has an incubation period and confirmed patients may recover, there
is a time lag in the improvement of medical measures for the control and treatment of the
disease, and the classic infectious disease model reflects neither this time lag relationship
nor the impact of policies and medical resources on the epidemic in China. Therefore, only
by integrating intervention measures [22,23], medical conditions and time lag relationships
into the classic epidemic model can we accurately predict the epidemic trend [24], peak
time and end time of COVID-19 in China. Based on the existing research [25], this arti-
cle comprehensively considers the impact of multiple factors such as medical conditions,
national policies, testing equipment, isolation measures, and virus transmission character-
istics. Combined with the development process of the epidemic in China, the SEIR model
is improved, and a multistage model is established that incorporates time-lag prevention
and control into the COVID-19 transmission model. This model divides the occurrence and
development of COVID-19 into three stages according to the characteristics of the three
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stages; one of these stages is the initial stage of the outbreak. The valuable experience
accumulated in the process of epidemic control [26] provides more accurate epidemic
development forecasts and prevention and control recommendations for countries that are
in a critical period of outbreaks.

3. Model Hypothesis and Parameter Design
3.1. Model Hypothesis

In the multistage time-delay control model for COVID-19 transmission in this paper,
the following assumptions are made:

(1) The initial number of virus transmission patients is a constant value, as is the number
of new infections.

(2) In the outbreak period and the control period, the effect of the prevention and control
measures on the spread of the epidemic is mainly studied without considering the
influence of the immigration and emigration population.

(3) Confirmed patients can infect the susceptible population and transform them into
latent patients.

(4) Close contacts during the incubation period will be quarantined, assuming that all
close contacts can accept the isolation.

(5) There are certain antibodies in recovered patients, and although there is a risk of
reinfection, its incidence is greatly reduced compared with normal people; therefore,
reinfection in recovered patients was not considered.

(6) It is assumed that all patients infected during the incubation period go to the hospital
for testing after onset, become confirmed patients, and are hospitalized.

(7) After recovery, the nucleic acid test of the confirmed patient becomes negative, the pa-
tient is kept in the hospital for 5 days for observation, and his or her body temperature
is normal. After reexamination, the patient is discharged.

3.2. Parameter Design

The symbols used in the MCTM are defined and described in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameter definitions.

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

S Susceptible population m0 Number of initial contacts
E Patients in incubation period m Number of contacts after taking measures
I Patients with confirmed infection k0 Contact transmission rate
Q Isolated latent population T Preventive action delay time
R Number of recovered patients T1 Improved infection delay time
D Number of deaths by COVID-19 disease T2 Delay in recovery of patients
N0 Initial virus spreaders T3 Delay time for improvement of medical measures
N Total quantity (Stages 1 and 2) T4 Delay in patient isolation
βS Rate of susceptible population infected T5 Incubation period
β0 Initial rate of infection Sin Immigration of susceptible groups
β Infection rate after taking measures Sout Emigration of susceptible groups
δ Virus incidence Ein Immigration of patients in the incubation period
q0 Initial isolation rate Eout Emigration of patients in the incubation period
q Improved isolation rate In Current inflow of population in the province

ω0 Initial mortality rate Out Current outflow of population in the province

ω Improved mortality rate PEout

Probability of emigration of patients who are in the
incubation period
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Table 1. Cont.

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

ω1
Mortality rate 1 (Mortality in

asymptomatic patients) PSout Probability of emigration of susceptible groups

ω2
Mortality rate 2 (Mortality among

symptomatic patients) PEin

Probability of immigration of patients who are in the
incubation period

γ0 Initial recovery rate PSin Probability of immigration of susceptible groups
γ Improved recovery rate I1 Number of asymptomatic patients
j0 Initial effective contact I2 Number of patients with symptoms
j Exposure frequency after taking action IN New infections

Symbols used in the study.

4. SEIR Model and SEQIR II Model
4.1. Classical SEIR Model

The MCTM is established in this paper. The data for the first stage, the outbreak
period (no measure intervention) [27], is for Hubei province on 10 January 2020–2023.
Hubei province [28] was the first major outbreak, and before 23 countries implemented
emergency prevention and control measures, conforms to the characteristics of the initial
development of the pandemic.

The initial spreaders N0 will infect susceptible people S through effective contact;
call this the rate of susceptible population infected and designate it, βS. βS is defined by
the effective contact j0, the number of initial contacts m0 and the contact infection rate
k0 [29]. The susceptible population S will have a certain probability β0 of becoming the
latent patients E; thus, β0 is the initial rate of infection. The latent patients E will, given the
virus incidence δ, be converted to confirmed patients I. Some of the confirmed patients
I will recover, and these are designated R; Some will die from COVID-19 disease and are
designated D. The values of S, I, R and D can be used to calculate the cure rate γ0 and the
death rate ω0.

A classical SEIR model diagram of the initial status of the outbreak period is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1 simply describes the classical SEIR model of the transmission of disease
infection and the representation of the total number of people [30], including multiple rates.
The revised model for the outbreak period (no measure intervention) is as follows:

The total number of people N is conserved, denoted by

N = S + E + I + R + D (1)
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The change in the number of susceptible patients per unit time is denoted by

dS(t)
dt

=
βsN0

N
− β0S(t)I(t)

N
(2)

The change in the number of patients in the incubation period per unit time is de-
noted by

dE(t)
dt

=
β0S(t)I(t)

N
− δE(t) (3)

The change in the number of confirmed patients per unit time is denoted by

dI(t)
dt

= δE(t)− γ0 I(t)−ω0 I(t) (4)

The change in the number of recovered patients per unit time is denoted by

dR(t)
dt

= γ0 I(t) (5)

The change in the number of deaths by COVID-19 disease per unit time is denoted by

dD(t)
dt

= ω0 I(t) (6)

The rate of the susceptible population infected, βs, is expressed as the product of the
effective contact time j0, the number of contacts m0 and the contact infection rate k0. βS is
defined as

βS = j0 ×m0 × k0 (7)

The above differential equations are discretized to make it possible to derive a growth
and change formula for each variable; the time t is given in days. This is denoted by the
following formulas (8)–(12):

S[t + 1] = S[t] +
βSN0

N
− β0S(t)I(t)

N
(8)

E[t + 1]= E[t] +
β0S(t)I(t)

N
− δE[t] (9)

I[t + 1]= I[t] + δE[t]− γ0I[t]−ω0I[t] (10)

R[t + 1]= R[t] + γ0I[t] (11)

D[t + 1] = D[t] + ω0I[t] (12)

According to the model and the above derivation formula, the classical SEIR model
diagram of the outbreak period (no measure intervention) is drawn by Vensim software
(Vensim8.2.1), as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shows the necessary links in epidemic transmission, including susceptibility,
infection, morbidity, recover and death; the entities involved in the process include initial
virus spreaders, susceptible patients, patients in the incubation period, confirmed patients,
recovered patients and deaths from COVID-19; The number of these evolves and develops
through the transmission process as shown in Figure 2.
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4.2. SEQIR Model

In the second stage, which is the control period, the SEQIR model adds isolation
measures on the basis of the first stage, and takes isolation measures for the contact
population of the confirmed patients who are in the incubation period. Due to the time lag
associated with isolation measures, the value of the initial parameters is adjusted to adapt
to the status quo of transmission in the current stage.

The simulation data in the control period, for all provinces in China, is from 24 January
to 26 March 2020. At this stage, powerful policy intervention and emergency measures are
implemented, so that the epidemic is no longer wantonly spreading and causing large-scale
losses. This stage is characterized by obvious isolation measures effects, but there is also a
time lag.

The parameters are adjusted appropriately according to the situation at this stage,
and the improved SEQIR model is constructed. The improved SEQIR model is shown in
Figure 3.
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As shown in Figure 3, isolation measures will be taken when the latent patients E
who are in close contact with the patients are identified; some of those patients become
the isolated patients Q at a certain isolation rate q. The parameters in the control period
include the initial parameters and the parameters after the measures, with different cycles
according to different situations.

The improved SEQIR model for the control period is as follows:
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The total number of people is equal to the sum of the susceptible population S, the
latent patients E, the isolated patients Q, the confirmed patients I, the cured patients R and
the dead patients D. The total number of people N is conserved; it is denoted by

N = S + E + Q + I + R + D (13)

The change of S per unit time is denoted by

dS(t)
dt

=
βS(t)N0

N
− β(t)S(t)I(t)

N
(14)

The infection rate β0 at which the confirmed patients I change the susceptible patients
S among the total number of N into the latent patients E, i.e., β0S(t)I(t)

N , increased with
unit time of E. The latent patients E will become the isolated patients Q at a certain rate q,
i.e., q(t)E(t) is reduced with the unit time of E, while the latent patients E are transformed
into confirmed patients I at a certain viral incidence rate of δ, i.e., E is reduced by δE(t) per
unit time.

The change in the number of E per unit of time is, denoted by

dE(t)
dt

=
β(t)S(t)I(t)

N
− q(t)E(t)− δE(t) (15)

The patients in the incubation period E became isolated as isolated patients Q at a
certain isolation rate q, that is, Q increase at the rate of q(t)E(t) per unit time.

The change in Q per unit of time is denoted by

dQ(t)
dt

= q(t)E(t) (16)

The change in I, R and D per unit time is denoted by

dI(t)
dt

= δE(t)− γ(t)I(t)−ω(t)I(t) (17)

dR(t)
dt

= γ(t)I(t) (18)

dD(t)
dt

= ω(t)I(t) (19)

When t is within the delay time of the improved infection rate, i.e., t ≤ T1, the
infection rate is equal to the initial infection rate β0, and when t exceeds the delay time of
the improved infection rate, i.e., when t > T1, the rate of infection is equal to the infection
rate β after the improvement measures. The infection rate β is set to a more realistic range,
starting with a positive distribution of 0.01, which is N

(
0.02, 0.012). β(t) is denoted by

β(t) =
{

β0
β

t ≤ T1
t > T1

(20)

When t is within the patient’s cure delay time, i.e., t ≤ T2, the cure rate is equal to
the initial cure rate γ0, and when t exceeds the improved cure rate delay time, i.e., t > T2,
the cure rate γ is set to a more realistic range, starting with a positive distribution of 0.01,
which is N

(
0.02, 0.012). γ(t) is denoted by

γ(t) =
{

γ0
γ

t ≤ T2
t > T2

(21)

When t is within the time of medical intervention improvement, i.e., t ≤ T3, the mor-
tality rate is equal to the initial mortality rate ω0, when t exceeds the time for improvement
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of medical measures, i.e., t > T3, the mortality rate ω is set to a more realistic range, starting
with a positive distribution of 0.005, which is N

(
0.0006, 0.0012). ω(t) is denoted by

ω(t) =
{

ω0
ω

t ≤ T3
t > T3

(22)

When t is within the patient’s isolation delay time, i.e., t ≤ T4, the isolation rate is equal
to the initial isolation rate q0; when t exceeds the patient’s isolation delay time, i.e., t > T4,
the isolation rate q is set to a more realistic range, starting with a positive distribution of
0.6, which is N

(
0.75, 0.012). q(t) is denoted by

q(t) =
{

q0
q

t ≤ T4
t > T4

(23)

The vulnerability βs is equal to the current number of effective contacts and the current
number of contacts; the contact infection rate product. βs(t) is denoted by

βS(t) = j(t)×m(t)× k0 (24)

When t is within the improvement time of preventive measures, i.e., t ≤ T, the number
of effective exposures is equal to the initial number of effective exposures j0; when t exceeds
the improvement time of the preventive measures, the number of effective exposures is
t > T. The effective contact number is the improved effective contact number j. j(t) is
denoted by

j(t) =
{

j0
j

t ≤ T
t > T

(25)

When t is within the time for improvement of preventive measures, i.e., t ≤ T, the
number of effective contacts is the initial number of effective contacts m0, and when t
exceeds the time for improvement of preventive measures, i.e., t > T, the number of
effective contacts is the improved number of effective contacts m. m(t) is denoted by

m(t) =
{

m0
m

t ≤ T
t > T

(26)

The above differential equations are discretized to derive a formula for the growth
and change of each variable; the time t is in days. This is denoted by

S[t + 1] = S[t] +
βS(t)N0

N
− β(t)S(t)I(t)

N
(27)

E[t + 1]= E[t] +
β(t)S(t)I(t)

N
− q(t)E[t]− δE[t] (28)

Q[t + 1]= Q[t] + q(t)E[t] (29)

I[t + 1]= I[t] + δE[t]− γ(t)I[t]−ω(t)I[t] (30)

R[t + 1]= R[t] + γ(t)I[t] (31)

D[t + 1] = D[t] + ω(t)I[t] (32)

According to the model and the derived formula, the improved SEQIR model diagram
for the control period is drawn using Vensim software, as shown in Figure 4.
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As shown in Figure 4, the isolation process is added on the basis of the classic SEIR
model to make it possible to determine the number of patients in the isolation period, and
the improved rate of change and time delay are also added; this adjusts the model so that it
is more in line with the characteristics in the control period of isolation measures.

4.3. SEQIR II Model

In the third stage, the SEQIR II model for the steady period is constructed using the
data from 27 March 2020 to 20 May 2020. On the basis of the second stage (after measures
were taken), adding population movement (immigration and emigration populations),
the confirmed patients are divided into two categories: symptomatic and asymptomatic
patients at the beginning of the steady period, and the parameters are improved.

At this stage, factors related to population movement are introduced. The input of the
susceptible population includes the transmission of new infections N′ and the migration
of a part of the incoming population In into Sin. The output arises from the migration
of some people out of Sout into the migration Out of the population, and the migration
of some people into the group of patients E who are in the incubation period. The input
of the incubation period patients E includes not only the conversion of the susceptible
population S, but also the migration of a part of the incoming population into Ein; the
output is the migration of some people out of Eout and the emigration of the incoming
population. Some people are transformed into the isolated incubation period patients Q,
and some are transformed into the diagnosed patients I. Confirmed patients I are classified
as asymptomatic patients I1 or as symptomatic patients I2 based on their presentation
status and symptoms.

A figure showing this SEQIR II model is presented in Figure 5.
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In Figure 5, the focus is changed to new infections, new infections IN are introduced,
the rate of change is selected after the improved rate of change, the total population is
eliminated, and the impact of the incoming and outgoing populations is added. The
patients are divided into two categories, and the evolution process is shown in Figure 5.

The SEQIR II model for the steady period is similar to the improved SEQIR model for
the second stage. Without further detail, the growth and change formula for each variable
is deduced according to the current SEQIR II model, as follows:

S[t + 1] = S[t] + Sin[t]− Sout[t] +
βS(t)IN

N(t)
− β(t)S(t)I(t)

N(t)
(33)

E[t + 1]= E[t]+Ein[t]− Eout[t] +
β(t)S(t)I(t)

N(t)
− q(t)E[t]− δE[t] (34)

Q[t + 1]= Q[t] + q(t)E[t] (35)

I[t + 1]= I[t] + δE[t]− γ(t)I[t]−ω(t)I[t] (36)

R[t + 1]= R[t] + γ(t)I[t] (37)

D[t + 1] = D[t] + ω(t)I[t] (38)

The confirmed patients are divided into two groups, asymptomatic and symptomatic.
I(t) is denoted by

I(t) = I1(t) + I2(t) (39)

The number of deaths is equal to the current death rate times the number of deaths
currently diagnosed, which are symptomatic deaths and asymptomatic deaths. So, the
number of deaths equals to the number of symptomatic deaths times the number of asymp-
tomatic deaths plus the number of symptomatic deaths times the number of asymptomatic
deaths. D(t) is denoted by

D(t) = ω(t)I(t) = ω1(t)I1(t) + ω2(t)I2(t) (40)

In Formula (40), the SEQIR II model is used for the steady period, focusing on the
number of new deaths without considering the cumulative number of deaths, and the
confirmed patients have been divided into symptomatic and asymptomatic deaths at the
beginning of the current phase.

The number of migrating people in the susceptible population is equal to the prod-
uct of the current provincial inflow population and the probability of migration of the
susceptible population.

Sout[t] = Out[t]× PSout [t] (41)
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The number of emigrating people in the susceptible population is equal to the product
of the current outflow population and the probability of emigration of the susceptible
population within the province.

Ein[t] = In[t]× PEin [t] (42)

The number of immigrants in the latency period is equal to the product of the proba-
bility of the current inflow population in the province and the probability of migration of
the patients during the latency period.

Eout[t] = Out[t]× PEout [t] (43)

The current total population is equal to the total population of the previous day plus
the difference between the current population within and outside of the province. N[t + 1]
is denoted by

N[t + 1] = N[t] + In[t]−Out[t] (44)

According to the SEQIR II model and the derivation formula, the SEQIR II model
diagram for the steady period is drawn using Vensim software, as shown in Figure 6.
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confirmed patients who are symptomatic and asymptomatic patients).

4.4. Assignment of Model Parameters

Initial values were set for the model parameters in the outbreak period, the control
period and the steady period. Changes in some parameter values were consistent with
normal distribution changes. The parameter assignments for the three stages are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2: The initial values set for the model. Some parameters change over time, the
changes are unknowable because disease transmission is a random process, but stable
within a certain range. A normal distribution is adopted in this paper to simulate the
change process.
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Table 2. Model parameter assignment.

Outbreak Period Control Period

Symbol Initial Value Distribution Symbol Initial Value Distribution

N0 1000 - N0 100,000 -
k0 0.0002 N

(
0.0005, 0.00012) k0 0.0002 N

(
0.0005, 0.00012)

m0 9 N
(
12, 12) m0 9 N

(
12, 12)

j0 6 N
(
14, 12) m 1 N

(
7, 12)

β0 0.02 N
(
0.04, 0.012) j0 6 N

(
14, 12)

T5 4 N
(
5.2, 12) j 1 N

(
5, 12)

γ0 0.01 N
(
0.015, 0.012) T 10 -

T2 5 - T1 10 -
ω0 0.01 - T2 5 -

Steady Period T3 10 -

Symbol Initial Value Distribution T4 5 -

IN 1000 - T5 4 N
(
5.2, 12 )

k0 0.0002 N
(
0.0005, 0.00012) q0 0.15 N

(
0.2, 0.012)

m0 9 N
(
12, 12) q 0.6 N

(
0.75, 0.012)

j0 6 N
(
14, 12) β0 0.02 N

(
0.04, 0.012)

β0 0.02 N
(
0.04, 0.012) β 0.01 N

(
0.02, 0.012)

T5 4 N
(
5.2, 12) γ0 0.01 N

(
0.015, 0.012)

γ0 0.01 N
(
0.015, 0.012) γ 0.01 N

(
0.02, 0.012)

T2 5 - ω0 0.01 -
ω0 0.01 - ω 0.0005 N

(
0.0006, 0.0012)

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
5.1. Outbreak Period

The disease incidence during the outbreak period is simulated using the classic SEIR
model, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 7.
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As shown in Figure 7, the number of confirmed patients, recovered patients and deaths
increased exponentially. The susceptible population is the group with low resistance and
susceptibility to disease. Although the number of the susceptible population increased, it is
basically stable within a certain range. If no measure is taken after 24 January, the number
of confirmed patients will increase exponentially, and prevention and control measures
will need to be taken in time to prevent COVID-19 from causing further damage.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the simulation results with the actual data; during
this period, the outbreak mainly occurred in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China.
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Figure 8 shows that the simulated number of patients with confirmed disease follows
a trend that is similar to the actual increase. The simulated number of confirmed patients is
consistent with the early development of the epidemic, but the actual number of confirmed
patients did not reach the simulated level; this was due to our insufficient understanding of
the novel coronavirus in the early stage and the lack of medical equipment and experience
in detection. This caused the diagnosis to be delayed to a certain degree and resulted in a
sudden increase on 17 January.

At present, China’s medical conditions and non-wartime medical supplies are suf-
ficient to permit a maximum response to the epidemic; therefore, the number of cured
patients on a daily basis is higher than the simulated result. However, after a certain
carrying capacity is exceeded, patients can only be cured under limited conditions, and
after 21 January, the number of patients who are cured is lower than the simulated number.

A certain recovery rate is guaranteed, and the mortality rate decreases accordingly. The
actual number of deaths after 16 January is lower than the simulated number; this indicates
that our medical system can respond in a timely manner to public health emergencies in
the early stages and that it can protect our lives and health.
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5.2. Control Period

On 23 January, the Chinese government launched a level 1 public health emergency
response, suspending the operation of buses, subways, airports and railway stations in
Wuhan beginning at 10 a.m. On 24 January, Hubei province launched a level 1 public health
emergency response, suspending public transport in other cities.

China has actively taken prevention and control measures against this public health
emergency as it enters the prevention and control period. In this paper, the classical SEIR
model is improved by adding isolated latent agents to obtain the SEQIR model. The SEQIR
model improves the parameters before and after the measure to obtain the improved
SEQIR model.

The improved SEQIR model is simulated, and the results are shown in Figure 9.
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As shown in Figure 9, the non-susceptible population becomes susceptible through
contact with confirmed patients and with patients who are in the incubation period. In
the early stage, the number of susceptible patients as the number of confirmed patients
increases and then begins to decrease after reaching a peak. The number of confirmed pa-
tients increases in the early period and gradually stabilizes in the later period. The number
of deaths increases exponentially in the early period and then increases linearly and slowly
after 14 February. The number of recovered patients increases linearly after 9 February. The
patients in the incubation period show a fluctuating decline and gradually approach the
range of 1000–2000. The number of isolated latent patients increases exponentially in the
early period and linearly after 17 February.

The experimental results show that after the prevention and control measures are
implemented, the increase in the number of confirmed patients flattens out. This illustrates
the effectiveness of the control measures that were taken. The period of incubation is
affected by the patients because the virus present at each cycle of latency in the human
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body is different. We need to pay more attention to the patient’s health status in the
incubation period; because of improving cure rate for COVID-19, mortality reduces, and
the safety of people’s lives is ensured.

A comparison of the simulation results in the control period with the actual data is
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the actual data with the simulated results in the improved SEQIR model.

Figure 10 shows that the simulated trend in the number of confirmed patients is
consistent with the actual data, but the number of patients from 24 January to 16 February
in the actual data is lower than the simulated number; this is in Wuhan city, after being
sealed off, and the limitations of medical resources caused the actual number of confirmed
patients to be higher than the simulated number. The later simulated data show a decline
after the peak, whereas the number of confirmed patients shows no sharp decline and basic
stability. The trends in the variation in the number of simulated and actually cured people
are basically the same, the difference between the results is small, and the simulation effect
is satisfactory.

The simulated number of deaths increased exponentially in the early period and lin-
early after 3 February, while the actual death toll showed an “S-shaped” increase. Although
the simulated results are somewhat different from the actual data, it is necessary to further
study the changing trend of the death toll and to modify the parameters related to the
death toll in the model. In this stage, the simulation results for the number of confirmed
patients and recovered patients are good, but the change in the number of deaths needs to
be further improved.

The outbreak period simulated by using the classic SEIR model and parameters with
only a single rate does not correspond to the changing situation of the transmission of the
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epidemic. The results of the simulation using the improved SEQIR model are closer to
reality, so the predicted data of the classic SEIR model is compared with the simulation
results of the improved SEQIR model from 24 January to 19 April, and the results of the
comparison are shown in Figures 11–14.
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Although during the outbreak period the number of confirmed patients shows ex-
ponential growth, the parameters related to the explosion rate are fixed, which is not in
conformity with the spread of the epidemic. As Figure 11 shows, in the control period,
the predicted data appears as a smooth increasing trend, but the simulation number of
confirmed patients presents a mass increase at first and then levels off. This is due to the
prevention and control measures having a time lag, and not working right away; however,
the subsequent flat growth proved the effectiveness of the control measures, as there is no
large-scale exponential growth from 14 February to 26 March. By comparing the predicted
results and the simulation results in the control period, it can be found that the improved
SEQIR model more accurately describes the transmission situation of the epidemic from
24 January to 26 March, indicating that the effect of our phased study is better.
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As shown in Figure 12, during the control period the cure rate increased as the
corresponding policies took effect, causing the number of recovered patients to present
linear growth and to far better predict the number of recovered patients. This is what we
hoped to see. The effect of the prevention and control measures on the number of recovered
patients is more consistent with the actual data, and thus, the improved SEQIR model
is effective.

Figure 13 shows that the number of deaths during the outbreak period shows a growth
in the index level, and a continuation of this trend will result in massive deaths—an
outcome that we do not wish to see. We cannot allow this type of situation to develop.
Following the implementation of prevention and control measures, there is a time lag
before the improvement in the death toll from the control period, and the number of deaths
increased rapidly to approximately 1800. With the improved SEQIR model, which corrected
the mortality rate and the recovery rate, the increase in the number of deaths was limited
to a certain rate and began to increase slowly.

Although the effect of the death toll during the prevention and control period is better
than that predicted during the outbreak period, there is still a gap between the simulation
results and the actual data. Thus, further adjustment of the model is required to get closer
to the change in the death toll during the prevention and control period.
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contacts of the confirmed patients and the initial isolation measures are not perfect [31], the
number of patients with isolation latency increased slowly. After 19 February, there was a
linear increase, and after the number of confirmed patients reached a plateau, the isolation
measures continued, and the number of patients in the incubation period of isolation
continued to increase.

Based on the above comparisons, it is feasible and effective for us to divide the
epidemic transmission periods into the outbreak period and the control period, and the
model is improved according to the characteristics of each period. The improved effect is
consistent with the actual data, and the simulation results effect of the improved SEQIR
model in the control period is better than that predicted data of the classical SEIR model,
proving the effectiveness of the improved SEQIR model.

5.3. Steady Period

After a period of reaction, the epidemic spreading conditions in China are effectively
controlled, and the focus began to shift to the number of new patients according to the
SEQIR II model in the steady period. A comparison of the new patients by the simulation
results with the actual data, is shown in Figure 15.
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(Special note: the epidemic data reported by the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission
was revised up to 24:00 on 16 April 2020 according to law, and the outlier values on 16 April
did not change the overall effect of the model.)

As Figure 15 shows, the simulated number of new patients fluctuated and decreased
rapidly. Compared with the actual number of new patients, it basically remained at the
single-digit level, indicating that the actual control situation was better than the simulated
one. However, the rapid decline in the simulated number of new patients also indicated
the effectiveness of the prevention and control measures.

The simulated number of recovered patients decreased with the decrease in the actual
number of confirmed patients, showing a linear and stable decline, but the actual number
of recovered patients decreased rapidly after the peak, and it fluctuated. The comparison
shows that the number of medically recovered patients has a certain limit and that the
simulation can be very close to the actual change trend but cannot fully fit it. The number
of simulated deaths and the actual number of deaths are similar.

6. Conclusions and Discussion

The COVID-19 pandemic will not only be a threat to life and health, but also results in
economic losses and hinders social security and national development. In this paper, by
establishing a multistage time-delay control model (MTCM) for COVID-19 to analyze the
spread of the epidemic in three periods, the results were as follows:

During the outbreak period of the epidemic, the classic SEIR model can well reveal the
conditions, and according to this trend, the outbreak will show an exponential increase. The
number of the susceptible population increased, but it is basically stable within a certain
range. The result of the simulated number of confirmed patients is consistent with the early
development of the epidemic, but the actual number of confirmed patients did not reach the
simulated level. It is clear that our insufficient understanding of the novel coronavirus in
the early stage and the lack of medical equipment and experience in detection are important
to correctly interpret the results.

During the control period, according to the national relevant measures, effective con-
tact numbers, infection rates, cure rates, mortality and other influencing factors are included
to improve the SEQIR model. The improved SEQIR model makes it more adaptable to
characteristics and the actual data in the control period. The experimental results show that
the number of confirmed patients flattens out after the prevention and control measures.
This illustrates the effectiveness of the control measures that were taken. It is important to
note that the simulated number of confirmed patients is consistent with the actual data, but
the actual data is less than it is from 24 January to 16 February. The reason is the limitations
of medical resources in Wuhan city after being sealed off.

After a period of prevention and control, the epidemic has been controlled and enters
the steady period. At this time, the SEQIR II model is used to study the changes of the
new data, the influencing factors of the population moving in and out are added, patients
are divided into symptomatic patients and asymptomatic patients, and the simulation
experiment results are conducted to compare the actual data. The poor simulation effect of
the number of recovered patients indicates that the model still has defects in this aspect.

The simulation experimental results show that the MTCM explains the evolution of
the epidemic and changing situation well. This should help us later in developing public
health emergency response measures and in research on similar situations.

In future work, the following aspects will be further studied:

1. For the comparison between the predicted data of the classical SEIR model and the
simulated data of the improved SEQIR model for the control period, the actual data is
not added for discussion, which needs to be improved later.

2. Changes in mortality in the improved SEQIR model will be modified to make it more
consistent with changes in the number of deaths during the control period.

3. This may alter or improve aspects of the SEQIR II model, in which the simulation
effect of the number of recovered patients is poor.
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4. The SEQIR II model will be modified to better simulate the process of a sudden and
rapid decline in the number of recovered patients.

The MTCM should be adjusted to better simulate real changes and put forward better
policies and measures to prevent and control the spread of COVID-19 in light of the current
situation. The goal is to win this war on human security with minimal damage.
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